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Introduction 
This paper is partly a survey article, collecting together results which 
have ltitherto nly appeared in a very scattered form, and partly a 
presentation of new results. Verious natural ,veakenings of the familiar 
large cardinal axioms ': ~, (X)~ ~ are defined and discussed. For com- 
pleteness and easy reference, a brief discussion of large cardinals of this 
size is included. Otherwise, the titles of the various ections erve as an 
adequate description of the paper. 
We wish to express our gratitude to Dr. F. Rowbottom for supervising 
tiffs research, and to Dr. R. Laver for several interesting conversations 
concerning the problems here discussed. 
* The results in this paper were contained in the author's Doctoral Dissertation submitted to 
the Univerfity of Bristol in 1971. The author wishes to acknowledg~ the financial support given 
him by the S¢.ienee Re.~ateh Council for the entire preparation ofthis paper. 
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O. Preliminaries 
We work in ZFC throughout, ano use the usual notation and conven- 
tions. In particular, cardinals are i~it~al ordinals, K, X, la, ... denote 
cardinals, and a,  8, "r, ... denote ordinals. If X is a set IXI denotes its 
cardinality. "not-~" is denoted by ' " -~" .  
By a filter D on a set X is meant a filter in the field of all subsets of 
X. D is uniform if U~ D -~ IUI - IXI. First-order structures are written 
in the form A = (A, (~"a)~<~o' (fa)a<a~, (%)a<a2 >, where R a are finitary 
relations on A, the f  a are finitary functions on A, and the a a are con- 
stants. A is analgebra i f% = ~2 = 0. The cardinality of the language of 
A is the length of A, L(A). If A is a structure and X c dora(A), then 
Arx denotes the smallest substructure of A containing X. A is copious 
(or contains acopious set of skolem functions).iff whenever X c dora(A) 
and x ~ A IX, there is a function/'explicit in A such that for some, 
x 1 , ..., x n ~ X. x =f (x  I , ..., x n ). It is cl~ar that any structure A has a 
copious expansion A* such that L(A*) = L(A). Note that we often con- 
fuse A rX with dom(A ['X), etc. A structure of the form A = <A, U, ...) 
where U c A has type  ( ~c, ~) iff IA I = g and I Ut = ),. We write 
<~, X~ -~ Oc', ),'> iff whenever A has length/~ and type (g,),), there is 
B -< A of ype ~c, ). ). We omit reference to ~ if/a = co. Variations on 
this notation will be self-explanatory. 
Some of the proofs require an elementary knowledge of forcing. We 
use the notation of [ I 1 ], so in particular, p <- q mc~ans that condition p 
is stronger than condition q, and H~ (A, B) denotes the poset of  all maps 
from A to B of power < lc ordered by D 
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1. large cardinals 
A cardinal ~¢ is weakt3, inaccessible i ff t¢ is a regular limit cardinal. I f  f¢ 
is regular and (Vk < ~:)(2 x < K) then ~: is (strongly) inaccessible. Clearly, 
inaccessible cardinals are weakly inaccessible; an6 if (V ~:)(2 ~ = ~:+) (GCH) 
holds then the converse is also true. 
If X is a set and ~¢ is a cardinal, we write: 
IX|  K = (Y IYcX&IY I=~¢)  
IX] <K = (Y IYc  X& IY l< !¢). 
Let 1¢, X, ~,~ be cardinals, n ~ co. Write r -~ (XY~ iff whenever f: [~:]n _, # 
there is X~ [r l  ~ such that for all x, y ~ [X] n f (x )  = f(v).  (Such an X is 
said to be homogeneous for / . )  Note that we can, and often do, regard 
[~¢]" as the set of all strictly increasing n-tuples from ~¢. A cardinal t¢ such 
that ~ - (K)~ is said to be weakly compact, and is certainly inaccessible. 
Let K, k, la be cardinals. Write ~: -* (k)~ <~ iff whenever f:[~:l <t° -÷/a 
there is X~ [1¢| x such that for all n ~ oJ and allx, y ~ IX| n , f (x )  = fry) .  
(Again X is said to be homogeneous for / . )  We often identify [~:]<'~ with 
the set of  all strictly increasing f'mite sequences from ~:. The least cardi- 
nal K such that K ~ (~c,)~ t° is denoted by E~. The c~rdinals E 0, E l .... 
are the Erdfs cardinals. They are all inaccessible, and a < ~ ~ E~ < E a. 
Furthermore, the following is proved in [ 12~ :
Theorem I (Silver). For  any ,,, i f  # < E¢,, then E a ~ (~)t,< "" 
The fixed points of  the sequence E 0, E 1 , ... are called Ramsey cardinals. 
Thus I¢ is Ramsey iff i¢ --, 0¢)~ w. It follows that all Ramsey cardinals are 
weakly compact. 
Let A --" (A, ...) be a structure such that ~ c A. A set X c ~: is said to 
t 
be homogeneous for A iff whenever x o , .... xn, x 0, ..., x n ~ X and 
... ' ... , then(A ,  x0, Xn) - - (A , '  ...,Xn). X 0 < < )C n ,X 0 < < X n,  ..., X 0, 
The following theorem of Rowbottom is proved in [ 12] : 
Theorem 2. (Rowbottom).  For any •, ~, ~ -~ (~)<,~ i f f  every structure 
2 ^  
A = (A ,  ...) with K c A and L(A) <- X has a homogeneousset X c ~ o f  
power 1~ ¢, . 
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Hence (by Theorem 1), if E ,  c A and L(A) < E~ then A has a homo- 
geneous et X c E~ of  power ~.  
A cardinal r is measurable iff there is a r-complete, non-principal ultra- 
filter D on r. 
An ultrafilter D on a cardinal r is normal iff D is a r-complete non- 
principal ultrafiiter and whenever/" r ~ t~ is such that {a ~ gl.t(a) < a) 
D, then there is "r ~ r such that { a ~ r t f (a )  = 7} ~ D. A well known 
theorem of  Scott (see, for example, [ 10] ) says that if r is measurable, 
then there is a normal ultrafilter on r. This is important to us by virtue 
of the following, proved in [ 101 : 
Theorem 3. (Rowbottom). Let .~ b$ a measurab~e cardiwaL D a normal 
ultra filter on r. I f  U E D and 3, E r and f: [ U] < ~ ~ X, there is V E D 
homogeneous for  f. Hence, as D is (clearly) un(f'orm, e very measurable 
cardinal is Ramsey. 
A cardinal ~: is real-valued measurable (RVM) iff there is a function 
V: P(r)  -~ [0, 1] (the unit interval), such that: 
(i) bt(r) = 1 and p({a})  = 0 for al ia < r:  
(ii) whenever {X~ la < ),} is a pairwise disjoint collection o f  subsets 
o f t  and ), < ~:, then ta(O~<~,X~) = Z~<~/a(X~). 
Such a p is said to be a measure on K. 
If/a is a measure on r ,  then I = { X c K I/a(X) = O} is a r-complete ideal 
on r ,  called a measure ideal Its dual is a measure filter, and is clearly 
uniform. 
The following is proved in [ 14] : 
Theorem 4. (Solovay). The fol lowing theoreis arc, equiconsistent: 
(i) ZFC + "there is a measurable cardinal". 
(ii) ZFC + "there is a RVM cardinal". 
(iii) ZFC + "2 ~° is a RVM cardinal". 
By (iii) of the above, RVM cardinals are not necessarily inaccessible; they 
are, however, weakly inaccessible, (See [ 14] .) Let r be a RVM cardinal, 
I a measure ideal on ~ for some measure ta. We say I is normal iff when- 
ever/': r ~ ~: such that {a ~ f i r (a)  < a)  $ I ,  then for some "t ~ x, 
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{¢~ ~ gl f (a)  = 7} qt 1. l fD  is a measure filter on ~:, we say D is normal 
just in case its dual ideal is normal, l fD  is ultra, this agrees with our 
earlier definition. Solovay has proved ( [ 14] ) that if ~ is RVM then 
has a normal measure ideal. This gains importance in view of  the follow- 
ing result, proved in [ 14] : 
Theorem 5. (Solovay). Let ~: be R VM, D a normal measure filter on ~. 
Suppose U E D and f: [U} <~ -* X < ~:. Then there is V E D such that 
I f"[  V]<~ I<- ~0" 
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2. Rowbottom cardinals 
We consider a property considered in [ 9]. None of the results are new, 
though some of  the notation and proofs of [9] are simplified. 
Let g, v be cardinals. We say g is v-Rowbottom i f f~ 0 < v < K and 
whenever f: [~1<o~  k< g, there i sX~ [g]~ such that I f"[Xl<t°l< u. 
If g is 81-Rowbottom, we say that g is Rowbottom, Clearly, all Ramsey 
cardinals are Rowbottom. 
A filter D on a cardinal g is a v-Rowbottomfi lter i f fS 0 < v < g and 
D is uniform, and whenever U~ D and f :  [U] <'° ~ ~ < ~, there is 
V E D such that I f" [ V] <~ I < ~,. 
Rowbottom filters were considered in 181. 
By Theorem 1.3, if K is measurable and D is a normal ultrafilter on K, 
then D is a Rowbottom filter. By Theo~em 1.5, a similar result holds for 
RVM cardinals. Hence by Theorem 1.4, we have: 
Theorem 1. (Solovay). Con(ZFC + "there is a measurable cardinal") -~ 
Con(ZFC + "2 s° has a Rowbottom filter"). 
Thus Rowbottom cardinals are not necessarily inaccessible. In fact they 
are not necessarily regular, as the following theorem, proved in [81, 
shows: 
Theorem 2. (Prikry). Let M be a c.t.m. (countable transitive model) o f  
ZFC, and let ~ be a regular uncountable cardinal in 31. Let D E M be, in 
M, a Rowbottom filter on ~. In M. define C = {(s, A )ls ~ [g]<~ & 
A ~ D}. For (s, A), (r, B) in C, set (s, A) <-c (r, B ) i f f r  is an initialseg- 
ment ors and A c B and s-r c B. 
Then for any M-generic Jilter G on C: 
(i) M and M[G] have the same cardinals; 
(ii) cyMtal(~:) = w; 
(iii) M[G] ~ "D generates a Rowbottom t'dter on K". 
A specific example of  a Rowbottom filter on a cardinal cofinal with ~o 
is yielded by the following resuR, also proved in [8] : 
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"fheorem 3. (Prikry). Let v be a regular infinite cardinal, and let 
(K~la < v) be a strictly increasing, continuous equence o f  cardimzls, with 
~0 = 0 and r~+l measurable for each a. For every ~, let D~+ 1 be a normal 
ultrafilter on K~+ 1. Let ~ = U~<,,~,. Set D = ( V c ~1 (3~ < v)(v3 >- ~) 
( V n ~a+l ~ D,~+t ) }, u unifi~rm filter on ~, 
For o E [ K l < ~', define tp(o), the -type of  o with respect o (gala < v), 
as follows: 
tP0(O)=(t 0' . . . , tk ) i f f t  o < . . .< t k < v&k~ to& 
& (Vi <- k)[(~t/+! -- ~t/) n o ÷ ¢1 & 
& o = Ui<_k [(~ti+l -- ~ti) n o l .  
tp I (o) = (w 0 , .... w k) ifftPo(O) = (t o .... , tk) & 
& (Vi <-- k)[Io c~ (~ti+~ - ~ti )1 = wi]. 
tp(o) = (tP0(O), tp 1 (o)). 
Let U ~ D, 3,, ta < ~, and for each a </a lett~: [U] <t° --, X. Then there 
is V~ Dsuch that for each ~ </a, [o~, 0 2 ~ [V] <~ & tp(oi)  = tp(o2)] 
f~ (o~ ) = .~ (o 2 ). Hence, as there are only v possibilities for tp(o); D is a 
v +-Rowbo tto m filter, 
We shall give a useful model-theoretic characterisation f  Rowbottom 
cardinals. First a few preliminaries. 
Lemma !. (Rowbottom). Let ~ be an infinite cardinal, and let fn , n E to, 
be functions with dom(f  n)c  [~:1<~ for each n. There is a function f
with dora(j) c [~]<~' such that whenever S c ~ tuts no greatest element, 
Un<,j'n"[Sl <~ = f " [S l  <~ . (We say f replaces the sequence (fn In < to ~.) 
Proof. By replacing each l~, by .t~ f [~l l, L, f [~ 12, ..., and rearranging the 
resulting to X to-sequence, we may assume that domq" n) = [ ~]gtn), 
k(n) ~ to, each n. By introducing redundant arguments, we may assume 
that k is a strictly increasing function on to. But then m ~t n implies 
domffm ) n domffn ) = 4, so f i s  easily defined. (We require S to have 
no greatest element in order to allow for our "redundant" arguments.) 
QED. 
Theorem 4. (Rowbottom). Let ~: > ~ > ~' >- la, ~ >- ~' > ~'. The follow- 
ing are equivalent: 
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(i) <~:, X> -*v <~:', <- X'>. 
(ii) For each sequence <f~ la < ia) o f  l imctions f~ : [~:l <to -~ X there 
is X c g, such that t XI = ~:' and for each a </a ,  l/n'[X] ~to I <_ X'. 
Proof. (i) -~ (ii). Let fa,  ~ < #, be as above. For each m ¢ ¢o, a < ta, 
define f,~n : K m ~ X by setting, for I[ o ... .  , ~m-I  ¢ ~:, 
/~,¢n (~0, "", ~m- ~ ) = f,~ ( { ~o, .... ~,,~_ l }). Consider the structure: 
A = <It, X, (f~,.~)a<u,m<to >" 
By (i) there i sX~ [~1~' such tlmt IX c~ Xl<- X' and 
<X, X r'l ~., (]~,m ~xm )a< u,m < to ) "< A. As.t~,,.,.~ n c X n 3, for all a,  m, 
we have If~'[X] <°~ I<_ Ro-X' for all c~ < ta, giving OiL 
(ii) -* (i). Let A = <K, X, ...> be an arbitrary <~:, X)-structure with L(A) -ta. 
Let {/~ I~ < ta} be a copious set of  ~o lem functions for A, where 1~, is 
n(cx)-ary. By replacing eachJ~, by at most n(a) "(~) new functions, we 
may assume that J~(/jl . . . . .  ~,(~,)) depends only on {/il . . . . .  ~n(c,) }. For  
a < la, x I .... ,Xn(a) ~. ~, withx  1 < ... < xn(a), set 
g~ (x I , ..., Xn(a) ) = 
fa (x i  ..... x.(~) ), if in 
0, if this is not in ~. 
Thusg~ : [K] n('x) -÷ k. Extendg~ trivially to all of  [K} <to . By ( i i ) there 
is X ~ [~] *' such that Ig~ [Xll < ~ <- 3,' for each ~ < ta. Define B = 
{ t~(x] ,  .. . ,xn(co)la </a  &x  I .... ,xn(~) ~ X}.  Then 
<B, BnX,  >-<Aand lB l=~' .A lso ,  sinceBC~X=U~<ug~t f , 
I B n ~,l .<_ V. X' = X', so we have (i). QED. 
Corollary 4.1. (Rowbottom) .  Let K > k > X' >-- ~0, ~ >- K' > ~,'. The 
following are equimlent: 
(i) <~,X>--,- <d,<-  X'>. 
(ii) For each f: [K] <to -~ ~,, there/s X E ~:, I XI = to' such that 
I f "  [X] <~' I<_ X'. 
Proof. By the Lemma. 
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Corollary 4.2. (Rowbottom).  
(i) ~:/s v-Rowbottom i f f  (~:, k>-* (~, < v~. for all k < ~. 
(ii) ~/s Rowbot tom if f  (~, ),~-, (~, <_ ~o ) ]br all X < ~. 
Theorem 5. (Rowbottom).  Let ~ be Ramsey, amt let ta <- ;k < ~:. Then 
~:, )0 -% (~, <- la). 
l-~'oof. Let j~ : [~:1<~ -~ k tbr all a < ta. Consider the structure A = 
(~, ~,, (f~ f[~]m )~<~,m<~o )" By theorem 1.2, there i sXc  K, Ig l  = ~:. 
homogeneous for A. Clearly, X is homogeneous for each l~. The result 
follows by Theorem 4. (Note the two meanings of "homogeneous" here!) 
By an entirely analogous argtm~ent, we obtain, using Theorem 1.3 or 1.5, 
respectively, together with the ~-completeness of D" 
Theorem 6. (Rowbottom, Solovay, resp.). Let v, be a measurable cardinal, 
D a normal ultrafilter on ~:, or let r, be R !,'31 and let D be a ~ormal mea- 
sure filter on ~. lJ'ta <- ), < ~ and A = (~, X, ...) is a structure o f  length is, 
then there is B ~ D such that IB n XI <_ is and (B, B n ~, ...) -< A. 
~Hle next result (observed by several people) shows that regular Row- 
bottom cardinals are large. 
Theorem 7. l f  ~: is v-Rowbottom, then either v. is weakly inaccessiole or 
e/sc cf(K) < v. 
Proof. Suppose ~¢ = k*. For erich a E ~ - X, let .t~ : k ~ a. Define 
R(tx,/3, 3') ~, # E k & 3' ~.. c-. & fa (fl) ~: 3'. Consider the structure A = 
(K, ~,, E, <,  R). Let B = (B, B n k .... ) -< A with IBI = k:, IB n XI < v, 
by corollary 4.2. As ~: > v, some ~ ~ B has v predecessors (under <)  in 
B. As t B n ~,1 < v, i~ cannot map B c~ ;~ onto ( 3' ~ B 17 < a ), contra- 
dicting B -< A. Thus • is a limit cardinal. 
Suppose cf(~:) = ), < ~. Let (~a ta < X) be a strictly increasing con- 
tinuous sequence of cardinals cofinal ill V:. Define f: [~]<~ ~ ), by 
setting f({ ~}) = a iff ~ ~ ~a+! - ~a and f(o)  = 0 if tol > 1. Take X c ~:, 
tXt = ,t, with I f " [X l  <~ I < v. As X is cofinal in ~:, X must meet cofinally 
many intervals (g~+ l - Ks). Thus v > I f " [X]  11 = X. 
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Corollary 7.1. For no n ~ co is ~n a Rowbottom cardinal 
Finally we show that if V = L, there are no Rowbottom cardinals (and 
hence no RVM or Ramsey cardinals). The proof differs considerably 
from that given in [91. 
Theorem 8. (Rowbottom). I f there is a Rowbottom cardinal, then 
pt. (co) is countable. 
Proof. Let ~ be a Rowbottom cardinal. By Corollary 7.1, ~ >_ S,,,. Con- 
sider the structure A = <L~, L~,~, e), where L~t is regarded as a unary 
perdicate of A. Since A has type <r, S 1 ), by Corollary 4.2 there is 
B -< A of type <r, ~0). By absoluteness considerations, the transitive col- 
lapse of B is seen to be of the form C = ( L~, U, e) where IUI = S 0 . Now, 
pt (co) = pLK (co) = pL~l (o.,) C L~ ; also, A ~ (Vx c co)(x ~ L~ ). Thus 
as C -4 A, C ~ (Yx c co)(x E b~, which implies pL (w) c U. QED. 
Corollary 8.1. (Rowbottom). It'there is a Rowbottom cardinal, then col 
is an inaccessible cardinal in L. 
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3. Jonson's Problem 
Recall that analgebra is a structurt ~,f the form A = <A, (f~)a<~,>, 
where A is a non-empty set, X is an or.~mal, and eachfo: is a finitary 
function on A into A. We shall restrict he word "algebra" to the case 
) ,< t~ l , and use "~:-algebra" for the case Ikl = r >- co I . 
A is a Jonsson algebra iff A has no proper sub-algebra of the same car- 
dinality as A,  
Similarly Jonsson r-algebras. 
Let ~:, ~ be cardinals. Say Jx (r) iff there are no Jonsson ~,-algebras of
power x. Variations on this notation wiU be self-explanatory. 
l f J so  (~:), we write J(~:) and call 1¢ a Jonsson cardinal. The question as 
to which cardinals, if any, are Jonsson cardinals is known as Jonsson's 
problem. 
Theorem 1. For any r, ~,, J~, (~) i f f  every first-order structure o f  length 
and cardinality ~ has a proper elementary substructure o f  cardinality r. 
Proof. By skolem functio,~s. 
Theorem 2, For any ~, X, Jx (r) i j f  whenever ~ f~ la < ~> is a sequence o f  
f imcttons fa:  [g ]< ~ -~ r, there is X ~ [~: ] K s~ch that X ÷ r and 
÷ r. 
Proof. Similar to Theorem 2.4. 
We give another formulation of the property J ( r ) ,  depending on some 
classical results of 42os and Sierpinski, 
Lemma i. Let n E co and let A be an infinite set. Any  n-ary function on 
A into A is expressible as a finite combination o f  binary functions on A 
into A, 
Proof, By induction on n, For n <- 2 there is nothing to prove. Assume 
true for n >- 2. Let 0: A n ~, A.  By hypothesis, we can assume that O is a 
finite combination of  binary functions. Let f: A n+l ~ A. Define 
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g: A 2 --, A as follows. For a, b ~ A,  g(a, b) = f (x  I . . . . .  Xn, a), where 
x~, ..., x n are the unique points such that O(x~, .... x n ) = b. Then for 
any  X l ,  ..., Xn+ 1 ~ A , f (x  1 . . . .  , Xn+ 1 ) = g(Xn+l , 0(X I . . . . .  x m )). QED. 
Le~lma 2. (Sierpinsk~.), Let A be an inJ~nite set, and let i ; ,  n < co, be 
unary functions on A into A. There are three unary limcitons on A into 
A such that each .~ is expressible as a finite c()mbination o f  these three. 
Proof. Let A = Un<~oA n, where the A,  are pairwise disjoint and of  
power IAI. Let ok: A ~- A 1 . Let ~k: A -* A be such that for each n, ~b: 
A,  ~ An+ l . (For convenience we have ignored the case n -" 0.) 
For any n, ~b n denotes the n'th iteration of  ~b and ~-"  denotes the in- 
verse of ~k n . Thus dom(~ -n ) = An+ 1 O An÷ 2 U A,,+3 U .... Define 
0: A --> A as follows. Let a ~ A. There is a unique v¢a) ~ ¢o such that 
a ~ A~(a). Let 0(a) =ft,(a)" ~-1 . ~kl-~a)(a), 
Now let a E A. By definition of~,  ~(a) E A l ,  So by definition of  if, 
~n- I .  ~(a) "~ A n . Thus p(ffn-1, ~(a)) = n, By definition of a, 
O. ~n-1 .~(a) = f ,  ,~- I  . ~/l-n . ~k,-I , (~(a)=jn(a). Hence 1~ = 
O- ~n-I . ~, Q.E.D. 
1.emma 3. (Sierpinski). Let A be an inybffte set and let.f l, f~ f3 ~ "4A. 
There are functions X, ~b E AA such that each t i is expressible as a ]b)ite 
combination o f  x and ~. 
Proof. Let An, n < ¢o, ~b be as above. Let R = U4<n<wAn. Let g: A I " R 
(We ignore n = 0 again.) Define X as follows. 
x(a)= {
f l  " ~b-3 .g(a) i fa E A 1- 
/'2" ~k-3 "g" ~ - l (a )  i fa E A 2. 
f3" ~ b-3"g '~k-2(a)  i fa~ A 3. 
g- l (a)  i fa  e R. 
An easy argument shows that f  i = X 2- ~b 3,f2 = X" ~k' X" ~3 andf  3 = 
X" 1~/2° X" ~3 QED. 
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Theorem 3. (l.os). Let A be an infinite set. and let fn,  0 < n < ~,  be 
finitary funct ions on A into A. There is a single binary funct ion r E AA 
such that each Jn is expressible as a f inite combination o f  applications 
o f t ,  
Proof. By Lemma 1 we may assume ach,t,~ is binary. Let A n , 0 < n < ~,  
be as betore. For each no let go : A "~" A n . By Lemmas 2 and 3, the;e are 
~11, "t2 E AA such that eachg n is expressible ha temas of 71 and ~/2. Let 
< well-order A. Let h: A ~ A be one-one such that 
(a) h: A n -* A n for all n. 
(bja < h(a) for all a ~ A. 
Define r as follows. 
(i) r(x, x )  = h(x) .  
(fi) r(x, y) = 7t(x)  if (3n)(x, y ~ A n ) &x < y. 
(iii) r(x, y) = 72(x) if (3n)(x, 3' ~ An)  &Y  < x. 
(iv) r(x, y )  = .t'l,~_kl(gy t (x) ,g~ l 0")) i fx  ~ A n & 
& ) ,EA  k &n~ k. 
Clearly, 3'1 (x) = r(x, r(x, x)) and 72(x) = r(r(x, x), x). Thus 71,72,  
and eachgn is expressible in :erms of r. (By choice of 71,72.)  
Let 0 < n < co. Take h i ,  n 2 e to with In I - n21 = n. Let x, y 6 A. 
],.,-.,2,{g,,, (g.,, (x}). ( : ) ) l  = Then, r(gnt (x), gn,. 0'))• = " -1 . ~, 
In(X, y). QED. 
Theorem 4 . / f  there is a Jonsson algebra o f  cardinaliO, ~ then there is 
f: ~ X ~ ~ K such that ~ ~, 1) is a Jonsson algebra. 
Proof. Given any Jonsson algebra of power k: we may assume its domain 
is ~:. Now apply Theorem 3. 
Corollary 4.1. For any h:, J(~:) iff whenever f: ~: × ~: ~ ~: there is 
XE  [~:]~ - {h:} such thaz f "X  2 c X. 
We now consider some restrictions on the Jonsson cardinals. 
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Theorem 5. For any ~, ~ J(K) -~ ~ J(~+ ). 
Proof. Assume ~ J(x). Then by Theorem 4 there is, for each a such that 
<_ ~ < ~:+, a function f ,  : a X a ~ a such that A~ = (~,J~) is a Jonsson 
algebra. 
Definer: ~:+ X r+ -~ ~:+ as follows. If a,/3, ~/~ ~+, let 
/ f.y (c~, ~), if a,/3 < ~ and 3' >- ~: 
f(a,/3, 3') = • 0 otherwise. 
Let A = ~:+, f>. We show A is a Jonsson algebra. Let X ~ [~:+ ] ~. We 
must show that ~:+ c dom(A 1`X). So let ~ ~ x +. As IXI = ~:+, there is 
/3 E X,/3 > a, ~, such that I/3 n Xt = K. As A a is Jonsson, Aa r/3 n x = 
Aa. Thus, t~ ~/3 = dom(Aa) = dom(A a 1'/3 n X). But/~ >_ ~ and/3 exceeds 
every member of/~ n X, so by definition of j ,  
,~  A f/3c~ Xc  A rX. QED. 
We do not know who first proved the above, but the result is unlikely to 
have eluded anyone considering Jonsson's problem. Likewise our next 
result. 
Theorem 6. For n ~ to, ~ J (~n ). 
Proof. By induction on n. For n = 0, define f:  to ~ to by .t(n) = n - 1 if 
n > 0, and f(0) = 0. Clearly, (to,/3 is a Jonsson algebra. The induction 
now follows by Theorem 5. 
To date, little else ks known about Jonson  cardinals in ZFC alone. If 
we assume GCH, however, we obtain a much stronger result. Our proof 
is due to Erd6s and Hajnal, but the result is also due, independently, to
Chang. 
Theorem 7. (ErdOs-Hajnal-Rado).  Let  ~ be an infinite cardinal such 
that 2 ~ = •+. There is f :  ~+ × ~+ + K + ~ch that whenever A, B c ~+, 
IA l=g,  IB l=a+, thenf"A  × B=~: +. 
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Proof. It is sufficient o construct a partition [~:* ]2 = U,,<¢I such that 
whenever A, B are as above and we are given v < x+, we can find x ~ A 
and y ~ B such that (x. y) ~ 1 v . 
Since 2 ~ = ~:+ we can enumerate [~:+ ]~ as <X~ ts < ~:+ ). For each s < ~÷, 
letZ~ = {X~I~< t~ &X a c a}. 
Let s < ~:+ be arbitrary but fixed during the following construction. We 
shall assume a ~ ~:, since the case s < ~ will not affect us. 
We can write s = {x(a,/3)1/3 < x), where x(s,  - )  is one-one. Similarly, 
we can write Za X s = ((X(a,  15), v(a, t3)>1/3 < ~), where (X(s, - ) ,  v(s, - ) )  
is one-one, 
Now, each X(t~,/3) is a subset o fs  of power ~:. Thus by induction on 
/3 < ~: we find ordinals o(~,/3) < ~: such that for each/3, 
x(a, o(a,~)) ~ X(a,/3) - (x(a, o(~, 3'))13'</3). For 5 < s,  put 
(~, <~} ~ l~(a,~) where 3' is such that x(a, o(<~, 3")) = 5. If no sach ~/exists, 
put ( 5, a} a 10. Clearly, this uniquely defines a partition. 
LetA,  Bc  ~:+, IAt= K, IBI=K +, v 0 < ~+.Takes  o < ~+ with 
A ~ Z~o. Note that ao ~ ~:. As I BI = ~:+, there is a ~ B with v o, s 0 < s. 
Then <A, v0> ~ Z~ X s. Take "t < ~: such that <A, v o) = <X(s, 3'), ~,(a, 3')> 
(3' will, of couse, be unique). Let 8 = x(a, o(a, 3')). By definition, 
{ 6, s ) ~ l~(a,~). But ~ = x(t~, o(a, 3')) ~ X(a, 3') = A and s ~ B, so we are 
done.  
Theorem 8. (Erd6s-Hajna l ) . / f  2 K = ~:+, then ~. J(x+). Hence i f  GCH 
holds, all Jonsson cardinals are limit cardinals. 
Proof. Let f" ~:+ X ~* -* ~:+ be as in Theorem 7. Then if A c ~:+ and 
IAI = ~+, f"A × A = ~*, so (~:+ , f )  is a Jonsson algebra. 
Note: In view of Theorem 5, we need only assume GCH at limit cardinals 
in the above. 
Keisler and Rowbottom,  in an unpublished paper of 1964, proved that 
if V = L, then for any cardinal ~:, any Skolem expansion of <L~, ~) is a 
Jonsson algebra. This res~dt is also a trivial consequence of the following: 
Theorem 9. (Keisler). Assume V = L and let ~, 13 be ordinals. I f  j = 
L~ -( Ltj then ~ < I~1 ~-/(~) = ~, 
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Proof. Suppose ~ < I t~ tand j(~) > ~. Let/~ be least such and set D = 
{x c ~1 ~ ~ j(x)}. An easy argument shows that ~ is a regular cardinal 
and that D is a ~-complete non-principal ultrafitter on ~, contrary to 
V = L and a well known result of Scott. 
Corollary 9.1. (Keisler-Rowbottom). f f J (g),  then V ÷ L. 
Proof. Assume J(r).  Let X -< Lx, IXl = K, X ~ L~. Let 7t - l  : X ~ L~. 
Clearly,/~ = ~, so it: L~ -< L K . As X ~ L K , 7t(~) ~ ~ for some ~. Hence by 
the theorem, V ~ L. 
A stronger result was subsequently obtained by Kunen, who showed 
that the existence of a Jonsson cardinal implies the existence of Solovay's 
0 #. We refer the reader to the introduction of [ 12] for furtller details. 
We now digress for a moment o answer a question raised ia [ 3]. 
An algebra A = (A, (/~:)a<~ > is said to be locally finite iff whenever 
X c A is finite, then A r,~- is finite. 
In [3], Erd~s and Hajnal consider the following question, due to J. 
Mycielski. For what cardinals g is there a locally finite ]onsson algebra 
of power g? In [3], it is proved that Theorem 8 above extends to the 
locally finite case. We have been able to obtain a much ~tronger result. 
Our proof is presented below. First a lemma: 
Lemma 4. Let ~ be a cardinal, A = (K, (/~)n< ~) a Jor~son algebra. Let 
Xc ~, IXI = ~. For any x ~ r~there are x I . . . .  , x n E X such that 
x< x] < ...< x n andx  ~ A r{x  l , . . . x .  }. 
Proof. Otherwise A r (x' ~ X i x' > ::} is a subalgebra of A of power 
which omits x. 
Theorem 10. Let r, be cardinal. There is a locally finite Jonsson algebra 
of  power ~ lust in case there is any Jonsson algebra o f  power ~:. 
Proof. One way is trivial, For the converse, suppose A = (~, (:n)0<n<~) 
is a copious Jonsson algebra. Suppose achf ,  is k(nFary. By introducing 
extra functions if necessary, we may assume that each fn is comnmtative, 
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We may also assume that 0 < kOz)  <- n for each n. (To ensure that 
k(n) <_ n for all n, insert the unary constant function with value 0 into 
the sequence (/'n)0<n<',~ as required. To ensure that each k(n)  > 0, re- 
place any constants by unary constant functions with the appropriate 
value.) Finally, we may assume that for each n, if x i = x / fo r  some 
i<  ] <~ k(n), then ]~x l . . . . .  Xk(n) )  = 0, (To arrange tbr this, introduce new 
functions with fewer variable to allow for the "equal  cariable" cases.) 
Since the only thing we need to know about A is that it is Jonsson, it is 
easily seen that our above assumptions cause no trouble. 
For each n > 0, define a new k(n)-ary funct ion L~ as follows. 
[ l~(x  I . . . .  , xk (n ) ) , i f<  x 1 n ... n xg(n ) 
.t,, " (~ ':'l . . . . .  x~t,,)  ) = l 
0 otherwise. 
Clearly, each f~; is commutative. Define, for each n, a comnmtative 
fur~ction g,~: ~,z .. ~: thus: tbr x I <-" ... ~ x,~ < ~:, 
-p 
gn(x l ,  ..., x,: ) = { in (x1 '  "'" Xk(n))' i f x l  < "'" < xn 
0 otherwise. 
Let B = ~,  (gn)n< ~ ). We show that B is locally finite. Let B 0 ~ [ ~ ] <'~. 
We prove that B fB 0 is finite. By induction define B,  ~ [~]<~ for 
t l<  t~ byBn+ 1 = B n u {g/(xl ,  . . . , x i ) l x  I . . . .  , x iE  B n &0< i-S:_ IBnl}. 
For each n ~ ¢~, set C n = Bn÷ 1 - B n . Suppose that no C n is empty,  and 
for each n let c n = max(C n). Since, for each n, g,  (x l ,  .... Xn ) < 
max( 1, x 1 n ... c~ x~, ), we ilave c o > c I > ... which is absurd. Hence for 
some n 0 ~ ¢~, C,~ o = O, and so Bno = Bno+l .  But look, for any m ~ ¢o, 
gm (x  l . . . .  , x m ) :: 0 unless x 1 , ..., x m are all distinct. Hence 
Bno = B ,o÷t  = Bno+~ " = .. . .  This implies that B ['B 0 = U~<_noB, which is 
finite. 
We now show lhat B is a Jonsson algebra. Let X c ~, I XI = g. We show 
that B fX  = K. Let x ~ K. By Lemma 4, as A is Jonsson, we have (bearing 
in mind our other assuml?tions about A) an n < t,o and x 1, . . . ,Xk (n)~ X 
such that x < x I < ... < Xk(n) and x = fn  (x l ,  ..., Xk(n)) .  Since 
x < x I < "" < xk(,),  this implies that  x = f~ (x 1, .-', Xk(n))" But X is un- 
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bounded in K SO we can pick xk(n)+l . . . . .  x n ~ X such that 
Xk(n) < Xk(n)+l <~ ... < X n . Thenx  =gn(x l ,  ..., xn),  whence x ~ B ['X. 
QED. 
By virtue of  Theorem 1, we may easily relate .tons,,on's problem to the 
properties considered in Sections 1 and 2. We have, immediately: 
Theorem 11. f f  (K, X> ~ (to, < ~) then Ju (K). l-:ence i f  K is v -Rowbot tom 
for some v. then J(K). 
Corollary 11.1. 
(i) I lK  is Ramsey, then J<~(K). 
(ii) I f  g is R VM, then J< ~ (g). 
(iii) Con(ZFC + "there is a measurable cardinar') 
Con(ZFC + J (2 ~° )). 
(iv) Con(ZFC + "there is a regular cardinal whict: supports a Row- 
bottom filter") --~ 
Con(ZFC + "(3K)(J(K) & cffl¢) = co). (By Theorem 2.2) 
(v) I f  v, (g~ la < v), g are as in Theorem 2.3, then J<~(~) & cf(K) = v. 
A partial converse to Theorem 11 has been obtained by Eugene Klein- 
berg, who announced the following results in [5].  
Theorem 12. (Kleinberg). Let  K be a Jonsson cardinal. Then for  some 
~, < K, (g, v) ~ (K, < V). 
Proof. First we show that for some a < ~, whenever f: [~]<0' --, a there 
is X ~ [gl K such tha * f "~Xl  < u ~ a. For suppose no such a exists. Then 
for each ¢x < K there i s f  c : [~:]<~o., a such that X~ [~1 ~ -* I '~"[X]  <~ =a. 
Define f: [~:1<~ -* ~ by setting, fo ra  0 < ... < a n < ~:,f((a 0, .... an}) = 
1'~o ( { a l '  "'" an })" Let X ~ [~1 ~ . We show that f "  IX 1 <'° = K, and hence 
that <K, (f f[K] n )n<~) is a Jonsson algebra. This will contradict our 
choice of ~. So, let a ~ ,~. Pick a 0 ~ X, a o > a. Let X'  = {x ~ X Ix  > a0}. 
By definition offao there are a l ,  --', an E X' such that a =j~0({al ,  .... an}) 
But ~x I ..... a n > a 0, so ~ =f ({a  0, ..., an })C f " [X l  <' '  , as required. 
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Now let a be least with the above property. Let k = I~ I. Suppose 
~,< a. Let+/: X+ t~. Let f:  [~:]<~ + X be arbitrary. Define h =j . f ,  so 
h: [~:]<~ -~ m. There must beX~ [~:1 ~ with h"[X] <+ $ ~. Clearly, 
f "  [X] <t° + ),. Since/'was arbitrary, this contradicts the choice of a. 
Hence ~ = ~,, which is to say a is a cardinal. 
So, let v be least (cardinal) such that whenever f: [~1<~ ~ v there +s 
X~ tel  + with f " [X]  ~ v. We show that v is as required. For suppose 
not. Then there is a structure A = (~, v, (h n )n<to) with no elementary 
substructure of ~pe (~:, < v). By definition of v, for each a < v there is 
/'~,: [~:l <°* -+ ~ s+,ch that X~ [~:]'~ + f~'[X] <'~ =t~. Define f: [x] <~ -+ v 
by setting, tore  o < ... < % < ~:, f ( (a  0 . . . . .  a,, }) = J~m((a l  . . . . .  a n }). Let 
A* be a skolem expansion of the structure 
'~:, v, (h,,),,< ~,  f f  P [,'<:I"),,<,,.,>. 
Let X ~ [x]~ be arbitrary. By choice of A, i fB = A" [X, then IB n vl = v. 
It follows that B n v = v. For let a < v. B n v is unbounded in v, so we 
can pick a 0 > a, a 0 E B n v. Let X' = {x ~ X Ix  > a0}- By choice off~o, 
there must be a t .... , an ~ X' such that a = f~o ( ( a t ,  ..., an }) = 
Ii({ a0, -.., an }) ~ B n v, and we are done. 
By means imilar to those used in Theorem 2.4 we can extract from A ' 
a function k: [~]<" + v such that, by the above, X ~ [K] ~ -~ k"[X] <~° =v 
This contradicts the choice of v, and we are done. 
Theorem 13, (Kleinberg). Let ~ be the ,first Jonsson cardinal. Then for  
sot~ze v < ~, ~ is v -Rowbot tom,  
Proof. By Theorem 12, let v be least such that ~:, v) -* ~:, < v). We show 
that ~ is v-Rowbottom. For this, it clearly suffices to show that for all 
~,>- v in ~, (~, k>-+ ~:, < ~>. Suppose not, and let ~. be the first point 
where this fails. Let A = (~:, k, (h n )n<~) have no elementary substructure 
of type <~:, < ~,>. By choice of ~:, let 1": X × k -* k be such that <k,f)  is a 
Jonsson algebra. The (~:, v) structu, e A" = tK, v, X, (h a )n<~ , f )  can have 
no elementary substructure of type (~:, < v>. For let X ~ [~:]~, B = 
A* PX. By choice of A, IB n Xl = X. So by choice o f f ,  B n X = k 3 v. But 
such an A* cannot exist, by choice of v, so we are through. 
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Upon seeing Kleinberg's result, we observed that an easy argument gave 
Theorem 14. Con(ZFC + GCH + "there is a Jonsson cardinar') - 
Con(ZFC + GCH + "'there is a Rowbottom cardinar'). 
However, Kleinberg has recently informed us that, by a more complex 
argument, he can remove the assumption of GCH from the above result, 
to obtain 
Theorem 14'. Con(ZFC + "there is a Jonsson cardinal") ,~ 
Con(ZFC + "there is a Rowbottom cardinal"). 
The following result considerably strengthens Corollary 11.1 (iii): 
Theorem 15. Con(ZFC + (3s¢),I0¢)) ~ Con(ZFC + (3~¢)(J0¢) & 2 so ~ ~¢)). 
Proof. Let M be a c.t.m, of  ZFC, and let ~ be a Jonsson cardinal in M. 
Let C = Hso (r  X ~,  2) in M. Then M ~ "C satisfies c.c.c.". By standard 
arguments, if G is an M-generic filter on C, M[G] = " r  is a cardinal 
& 2 ~° >- x". Thus it suffices to prove the following result: 
Let M be a c.t.m, of  ZFC + "J(~:)". Let C be a poset in M satisfyin~ c.c.c. 
in M. Then for any M-generic filter G on C, M[G] = JO:). 
To this end, suppose p ~ Cand p t- "A = (r ,  (j~)n<,~) is a copiotts algebra 
where each fn is k(n)-ary". 
Work in M. For eadl n < to and each x l ,  .... xk~n) ~ ~, let 
Hn(x 1 . . . . .  Xk(n)) = {X E ~:l(3q <-- p)(q t-- "/n(Xl . . . . .  Xktn)) = X")}. AsC  
satisfies c.c.c., IHn(xl ,  ..., xk(n))t <_ ~0" Enumerate Hn(x I . . . .  , xk(n)) as 
(hnm (Xl ,  ..,, Xk(n))l m < ~) .  Let A' = <~:, (hnm)n,,n<~), an algebra in M. 
By J(~:) there is B c r ,  B ~ h:, IBI = ~:, such that B = (B, (hnm)n,m<~) is 
a subalgebra of A'. Since IB~/161 = ~, by c.c.c., we are done if we can 
show that p It-- "'B is the universe of a subalgebra of A ' .  So, let q <--c P, 
and suppose that for some n < ~ and some x I ..... xktn) E B, x E •, we 
have q I~ "'fn (x l , ..., xk(,,)) = x" .  Thenx  E H,, (x l , ..., xkt , )  ), so 
x = hnm (Xl, ..., Xk(n) for some m < w. By definition of A', it follows that, 
as B is a subalgebra of A', x ~ B. QED. 
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Given "p lenty"  of measurable cardinals, Corollary 11.1 (v) provides 
Jonsson cardinals of all regular cofinalities. However, as far as the first 
Jonsson cardinal is concerned we have less freedom, for: 
Theorem 16. (Rowbottom). The fir¢t Jonsson (~trdinal is either weakly 
inaccessible or else has t~finality to. 
Proof. Let • be the first Jonsson cardinal. By Theorem 5, ~: is a limit 
cardinal. Suppose to < X = cf(~:) < ~. Let <~ la < ~) be a strictly in- 
creasing, continuous equence of cardinals cofinal in ~:. For each a < ~, 
~ J(h:~), so let.re,: g~, X t¢~ ~ ~:~ be such that A,~ = (~:,~, f~> is a Jonsson 
algebra. Define]'.' ~:3 _, ~ by .~etting J(a, 1~, 3') = f~(~, 3') if t ,  3' E ~:a and 
f(a, ~, 3') = 0 otherwise. For each a ~ g, let l(~) = ~, where ~ is the 
unique ordinal in )~ such that ~:a <- ~ < ~t~+z • Let h: ~ x X -* ;k be such 
that ~h, t0 is Jonsson. We show that A = (~:, 3'; l, h, {;k)) is a Jonsson 
algebra, contrary to the choice of ~. If X is a set and g is a function on 
X, let g*X denote the closure of X under g 
Suppose that B ~ [ r l  ~ -- !i~:} is such that B = (B,J ,  i, h, {;k}) is a sub- 
a~gebra of A. Let b be the first element of~: - B. As IBI = ~:,B meets co- 
|mall~' many intervals (Ka+ z - ~0), so by virtue of  l, there are cofinally 
many elements of X in B. So, as X is regular, IB c~ XI = ~,. By choice of h, 
therefore, B n h = ~. ~ake t~ 0 < ~, such that b ~ ~ao" By induction, we 
may clearly pick an+ 1 > t~ n such  that IB t~ gan+l t = Kan.  Let  ct = Un<toot n
As cf(;k) = )~ > to, ~ < ~. Also, as <~a ta < X) is continuous, IB n ~:,~1 =
Zn<w gan = I~a" As c~ ~ X = B ~ X C B, f~ (B ~ ~:a) 2 C B. So, as A a is 
Jonsson, f~(B n ~a) ~ = ~,.  Thus b e ~-0 c r ,  c B, a contradiction. 
Hence A is a Jonsson algebra, and we are done, 
Another result concerning the cofinalities of  Jonsson cardinals is due to 
Kunen. The proof uses the method oz iterated ultrapowers, and can be 
found in [ 71. 
Theorem 17. (Kunen). Assume V = L[DI , where D is a normal ultrafilter 
on a measurable cardinal ~:. Let ~ be any cardinal. Then ~ is Jonsson i f f  
it is Ramsey. 
In view of Theorem 14, one mi~t expect hat the first Jonsson cardinal 
must be Rowbottom. We answer this below. 
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Theorem 18. Con(ZFC + "there is a Ramsey cardinal") 
Con(ZFC + "the fhst Jonsson cardinal is not Rowbot~om"). 
Proof. Let ~, be a Ramsey cardinal in a c.t.m. M of  ZFC. It is easily seen 
that we may assume M ~ 2 so = S I. Let C be the poset H~ (X, 2). I f  G 
is an M-generic filter on C, then inM[Gl ,  2 so = 81 and ~i~ = ~,. 
Now, it is proved in [ 11 ] that C has (in M) the ~ 2-chain condition. And 
since X is Ramsey in M, M ~ J~ t (X). So by an argument as in Theorem 
15,M[G] ~ J(k). Hence it suffices to prove that inM[G] ,  no cardinal 
v <_ X can be Rowbottom. This follows immediately from the following 
result: 
ZFC + 2 so = ~ l t- the first Rowbottom cardinal exceeds 2st . 
To see this, let u <- 2 s~ , and let j be a one-one map of v into 2 ' 't  . Define 
f:  Iv] 2 ~ col by setting, for a, b~ c v, f(  (a,/3)) = tl:e least ~ < tot such 
that (](~))(~) ~ (](fl))(~). Since 2 s° = ~1 it follows that i fX  c v is such 
that If"[X]21 <- ~'o, then tXI <_ ~1. Hence v cannot be Rowbottom. 
QED. 
Finally, with specific reference to ~,o, we give the following result of 
Chang, which was outlined to us by Karel Prikry. 
Recall that the Kurepa hypothesis for g, KH(g), is the assertion that there 
is a family Oc  P(g) such that IOI = g+ and for each infinite X~ [g]<~, 
I (0 n XlO ~O}1<_ IXI. 
Theorem 19. (Chang). I f  (Vn < to)KH(~n), then ~ J(~,o ). 
Proof. For each n < co, letO n c 1P(to n) be a KH(~ n )-family. LetO n be 
coded up as a relation oll con÷ 1. Let ]~ : ton X to n -* to n be such that 
(con,fn) is a Jonsson algebra. Let A be a Skolem expansion of the struc- 
ture ( ¢o~o , (co n )n< ~o, (t'n)n < ~o, ton )n < ¢o), and assume A takes care of  all 
the necessary coding apparatus. Let B = ( B, ... ) < A, with B ~ ¢oto. 
AsB ÷ co,,, thefn'S ensure that for some n, IB n ¢onl < ~n. Suppose 
IB n cont = v. We prove by induction that for all m >_ n, IB n corot = v. It 
suffices to consider m = n + 1. Suppose IB n to m I > u. Since B n ¢o n E 
[co n ]<~n, we have I ( 0 n BIO E ~n}l'~ v. But there are IB n total> v 
members of On in B, so we have a contradiction. 
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4, The free subset problem 
Let A = (A, (fn)n<x> be a X-algebra. A setB c A is said to be f ree  for 
A iff for every x E B, we have x q[ A r(B - (x}). Clearly, B c A is free 
for A iff every finite subset of B is free for A, iff whenever CE [B] <t° 
and x E B - C, then x q~ A f'C. 
Let g, )~, ta be cardinals. Say Fru(g, ~,) iff every ta-algebra of power g 
has a free subset of  power X. We omit mention of/a when t~ = 80. Other 
variations on the notation will be ~lf-explanatory. 
Theorem 1. (Erd6s-Hajnal). For  any  ~, la. Ju  (g) " Fr,, (~:, ~ 0). 
Proof. Assume J~(~:). Let A = (g, (fa)a<u> be a #-algebra with j~n(a)-ary. 
We may assume that A is copious and that each f~ is commutative. By 
Ju (g), take A o =: (A0, 0'o)a<u> -< A and x o ~ g - A 0 with IA01 = g, 
where fo  = fa I,,t~(a) , Proceeding inductively, suppose that 
A >. A 0 >. A 1 >.... >. A n and Xo,  x I , ..., x n are defined, with 
x i E A i _  I - A i, each i, and IA i l  = g, each i. Suppose ach A i = 
(A  i, (.t~)a<uL Define An+ 1 and x,z+t as follows. Let a < ta. For each 
m <_ n(o0 and each non-decreasing m-tuple s = (z 1 . . . .  , Zra ) from 
{x o .... , x n }, define gg.S: Ag fa ) -m _~ An  by setting: 
g*~ 's0:1 . . . .  , Yn(a ) -m ) = 
{ ]~(z i ,  ..., Zm ,Y  l , "", Yn(a ) -m) ,  if this is in A n . 
an arbitrary member of A n if the 
above value is not in A n . 
Let A~ = (A n , (gna's)~<~,,s~Kn~,~)), where Kn(a) denotes the set of all non- 
decreasing <_ n(a)-tuples from (x 0, .... x n }. Since L(A~ ) = ~t, we may 
apply Ju(~:) to obtain A;z+l = <An+ 1 .... >-< A~ with An+ 1 ÷ A n and 
IAn+ 11 = g. Clearly, An+ 1 is the universe of  a unique An+ 1 = 
(An+l, (j~+l)a<~ ) .< An . Let Xn+ 1 • A n - An+ 1 , 
Clearly, by our construction, for no n is x n A-definable from 
X0, ..., Xn_  1 arid elements of A n . In particular, x n is not A-definable from 
X0, .... Xn_  1 and elements of  {Xn+l ,  Xn+ 2, ...} C A n . This means that 
(x  n In < to } is free for A. QED. 
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Theorem 2. For any K, It, Fru(K, K) ~ Ju(K). 
Proof. Let A = (K, (fa)a<u) be a/a-algebra. Let X~ [to] ~ be free for A. 
Let x ~ X. Then A ['(X - {x}) is a subalgebra of A of power K which 
omits x. QED. 
Theorem 3. I lK  is Ramsey, then Fr<~(K, ~:). l f  K is measurable and D is 
a normal ultrafilter on K, any algebra with domain K and length < ~ has 
a free set X E D. 
Proof. Clearly, i fX  is an infinite homogeneous set for a structure A, then 
X is free for A. QED. 
The above theorem rested upon the fact that an infinite homogeneous 
set for a structure A must be free for A. The conver~e is dearly not true. 
For example, let A = ( R, <, (q)q~Q), where R is the reals and Q the ratio- 
nals. A has free sets of power 2 ~o but no homogeneous set of power 2. 
The next result shows, in particular, that the implication proved in 
Theorem 1 cannot be reversed. 
Theorem 4. Fr(K, ~0) "* FrL (~:, R0)- 
Proof. Let A = <K .... ~ be an algebra in L. Let X be the set of  all finite 
subsets of K free for A. Note that the definition of X is absolute. (That is, 
calculation of  X in V and in L yields the same result.) Nox~, clearly, 
ZFC i-- "A has a free set of  power ~0 iff iX, ~> is not well-founded". But 
the notion of well-foundedness i  absolute for L. Thus if A has a free set 
of power ~0 in V, then there must be such a set in L. QED. 
Theorem 5. For any K, K', ~, la with K' ->- K >-/a, Fr u (K. ~,) -~ Fru(K' , X). 
Proof. Assume Fru (K, 3,) and let K' >- ~: >- ta. Let A be a/a-algebra of power 
K'. By the L6wenheim-Skolem theorem there is B < A of pox~er K. Let 
X be free for B of power ~. Clearly, X is free for A. 
The following theorem was known to ErdiSs and Hajnal, who state it 
without proof in [31. 
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Theorem 6. 
(i) not-Fr(~0, 2). 
(ii) l f  n < to a,td n ~ 0, then not -Fr (~,  n + 1). 
(iii) For any n < to, Fr(~n, n). 
(iv) Fr(~S~, < to~. 
(v) not-Fr(~,,,, t¢l ). 
Proof. (i) Con~ider ( to, f ) ,  where J0z) = n + 1 for all n. (ii) For each 
6 to1, let ( /n(a) ln  < to) enumerate a. Let A =(¢ol ,  (]~ )n < ,o ). If 
</5 < to1, then ~ = y~ (fl) for some n, so (c~, ~) is not free for A. Hence 
not-Fr(S l ,  2). We now proceed by induction. Assume not-Fr(S, ,  n ¢ 1 ). 
Let/0:  to ~ to be defined by f0(n) = n + ! for all ~l. For each 
a ~ to,+! - to, let 1~ : ~ × ~ -* a be such that A~ = ( ~, fa) has no free set 
of power n + ! (by hypothesis and Theorem 3.3). Define f: to~+l ~ ton+! 
by 
t 1~(~, 3') i fa  ~ to and fl, E c~. 
J(a, j3, 7) = t j~)(fl, 3') if a,/3, 7~ co. 
[ 0 otherwise. 
Clearly, A = < ton+ l , f )  can have no free set of  power n + 2. Hence 
not-Fr(~n+l, n + 2), as required. 
(iii) For n = 0, t the result is trivial. For n > 1 we proceed much as in 
Theorem 1. This time, however, we obtain a fiifite chain of elementary 
submodels of cardinalities ~n, S n - l ,  ~n-2 ..... b~ 0" This clearly only 
gives a free set of power n for the given structure. 
(iv) By Off) and Theorem 5. 
(v) For n < to, n > 0, let J~: ton x ¢o n ~ ton be such that ( ¢o n , fn) has 
no free set of power n + 1 (by (ii) and Theorem 3.3). Extend each fn 
trivially to tow, and let A = (cow, (]n)n<~ " If B C to~., and I BI= ~1 
then for some n < to, I B n ton I >__ ~ 0. Then B (~ ton is not free for 
(ton, fn), so B cannot be free for A. (Note: for all we really need here is 
that B has order type E to + 1 .) 
The following extends a theorem of Erd6s-Hajnal (Theorem 7 of [4] ): 
Theorem 7, IlK is R VM then Fr< K(~, a). 
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Proof. Let D be a normal measure filter on ~. By Theorem 2.6, if A = 
(A, ... ) has length < x and i fA ~ D, then there is B c A, B ~ A, B e D, 
such that B = (B, ... ) -< A. Using the g-completeness of D at limit stages, 
we may thus apply an argument as in Theorem 1 to obtain a chain 
< A,~ I a < tO with A >. A 0 > A l >. ,,, and points xa+ l ~ A~ - A,+ 1 for all 
a < ~:, such that {x~+! la < ~:} is free for A. 
Question: In the above, will there always be a set X E D free for A (cf. 
Theorem 3)? 
Corollary 7.1. Con(ZFC + "there is a measurable cardinal") 
Con(ZFC + Fr< 2so (2 so , 2 so ).). 
Proof. By Theorem 1.4. 
However, a much stronger result than this corollary is possible. For con- 
venience, we phrase it sloppily. 
Theorem 8. Con(ZFC + Fru(g, •)) -~ Con(ZFC + Fru(g, ),) + 2 '~o >-- ~:). 
Proof. It suffices to show that c.c.c, posets preserve Frt,(g, ~,). This is 
proved milch as in Theorem 3.15. The reader familiar with forcing will 
see the situations when 2 so = ~ will in fact hold. 
Theorem 9. For v, g as in Theorem 23,  Fr<~(g, g) & cffg) = v. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3 itself. 
Thus, given "enough" measurable cardinals we. can have cardinals ~: with 
Fr<~(~:, ~:) of all regular cofinaiitie~. As far as cofinality ¢o is concerned, 
we have a cons:stency result for this: 
Theorem 10. Con(ZFC + "the:¢ is a measurable cardinal") -* 
Con(ZFC + (3tO(cf(~:) =¢o & Fr<,,(~:, ~))). 
Proof. Let M be a c.t.m, of  ZFC, g a measurable cardinal in M, D a 
normal ultrafilter on t¢ in M. Let C be the poset defined in Theorem 2.2. 
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For any M-generic filter G on C,M[G]  ~ ct'(~) = w (by 2.2), so it suffices 
to show that whenever p ~ C and p ~- "A = ~ .... ) is a #-algebra nd 
# < K", there is q <- p and X ~ [~:]~ such that q ~ "X is free for A". 
So let (s o , V 0 ) 1t-- "A = (K, ffa)~<u) is a copious algebra nd each 
f~ is n(a)-ary and # < ~:". In M, for n < co, a < #, define a function 
f n,a : gn+n(¢O -, K as follows. Let x l ,  .... xn , Yl, ..., Y ,ta) ~ ~, with s = 
{x~, ..., x ,  ). Set 1,,~ (x l . . . . ,  x n , ),~, "', Y,(,O) = : 
z if (3 V e D)I(s~s. V)l~-fa(y l ..... Yn(,~)) = z] 
0 otherwise. 
Clearly, for any t ~ [~l <'~ and any, U, V~ D, (t, U) ~c (t, V). Hence 
each fn.,~ is well-defined. 
Let B = (K, (fn,a),~<,.,,a<,), a #-algebra inM. By Theorem 3 there is 
l¢~Dfree forB .  Let t¢=W 0uWl ,whereW on W 1 = O , I WoI = 
11¢ 1 t = K, and t¢l e D. Let V l -" IC,'~ n V 0 . We show that (s 0, V 1 ) I~ 
"W 0 is free for A". Suppose not. Then there is (s, U) <- (s o , V 1 ) ~ach 
that for some a < ta and somey t .... ,Ync~), z ~ le o with 
,7 ~ {Yl ,  "", Yn(a) }, (S, /,T) II-- " /~(V l ,  ..., Yn(¢~)) = Z". Let s 1 = s - -  s o = 
{x t, ..., x n ) (say). By definition, we have fn,a (x l ,  "", xn , Y l . . . .  , Yn(,~)) = z. 
Now, (Xl, .... x n} =S 1 =s- -s  0 C V 1 C W 1 C WandY l ,  "'-,Yn(a), 
z ~ W o C W. So as W Is free for B, z ~ {x I . . . .  , x . ,y l ,  ...,y.(~)}. Since 
we know that z q~ (Y l ,  ..., Y, ,(a)),  this means that z ~ s I . But z ~ W o mad 
s t c W1, so  this cont rad ic ts  W 0 n W l = O.  
By combining the proofs of Theorems 10 and 8 (in that order) we obtain: 
Theorem 11. Con(ZFC * "there is a measurable cardinal") 
Con(ZFC + (3~:)[2 ~o > K & cff~:) = co & Fr<~(g, x)] ). 
Thus Fr<~ (~:, ~:) can be much weaker than ~ being Ramsey. However, by 
Theorems 2 and 3.17 we have: 
Theorem 12. Assume V = L [D] ,  where D is a nor.u~l ultrafilter on a 
measurable cardinal. For  any cardinal K, J(~) i f f  Fr< ~ (K, K) i f f  K is Ramsey 
(in [2] ,  we strengthen this result considerably.) 
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As with homogeneity and the Erd6s properties, we can give a combina- 
torial characterisation f Fr(~:, M. We do not know if this was known 
p, eviously, though the subsequent corollary was certainly known to 
Erd6s and Hajnal. 
Theorem 13. Let  o be an inf inite t~rdhu~L Then Fr(~:, 3,) i j f  whenever  
f :  [~]<,o _. [gl<,O there isX~ [~¢1 ~ such that fo raUo~ iX]  <~ , 
.¢(o)n X ¢ o. 
Proof. Suppose Fr(~:, ~,), and let/': [h:] <~° -* [K] <~° . For each n ~ co, let 
<fnm I m < co) be a sequence of functions from K n to ~: such that for any 
x] ,  .... x n ~ K, the sequence <J,m (xl ,  --', x , ) l  m < co) is eventually zero 
and enumerates/(  {xl ,  .... x n }), taking no other non-zero values. Let 
A = <~:, (fnm)n,m<to )" Let X~ [~:]x be free for A. Suppose o ~ [X] n, 
Clearly, f (o)  = { fnm (o) lm ~ co} (modulo a possible occurrence of zero, 
which we may ignore). But X is free for A, so this means that / [o)  n Xc  o 
Conversely, assume the combinatorial property. Let A = (~, (f,)n<w) 
be a copious algebra. For each o E [K] <~° , let f(o) consist of  all elements 
of ~: A-definable from members of o using single application., of  
f0, .--,flol only. Thus f:  [~:1 <~° ~ [~:1<'~. Take X ~ [~:1 ~" so that 
o ~ IX] <~° -, f (o )  c~ X c o. Then X is tree for A. For suppose not. Then 
there are Xo, .... x n ~ X with, for some m,f  m (xo,  ..., xn_ ~ ) = x n . Take 
o~ [X] <~ such thatx  0, . . . ,Xn_ l ~ o ,x ,  ~ o, and lol>_ m. Then 
x n ~ f (o )  n X ,  so f(o) n X ~t o, a contradiction. QED. 
Corollary 13. I. Let  ~, be an inf inite cardinal. Then Fr0c, ),) i f f  whenever  
f: [u] <°~ --, [to] <°~ there is X ~ [tc] ~' such that o E [X] <~ -~ f(o) n Xc  o. 
For each ordinal a, let H~ denote the least cardinal K such that Fr(~:, ~a)- 
Then: 
Theorem 14. Forany  a,[3, a < ~-* H a < H e. 
Proof. l fH  a = ~a,  then H a < ~ < H e and we are done. A~ume there- 
fore, H a > ~a. For each oHinal  "y < H a, let]~ : ~, X ,y -~ ~, be such that 
<7,J~t) has no free set of power 8a.  Define f :  Ha s ~ H a by putting 
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i~[t~l, a2,  ~3) =f,~t (a2' ~3 ) if ~2, a3 ~ el and f(c~l, a2, a3) = 0 other- 
wise. We show ~ H a, f )  has no free set of  power ~ ~+1. Let X c H a ,, 
IXI= ~a+l" Let ~ be the w~'th element of X. Let X' = {xEXIx<~},  
Then X' c ~" < H~, I X'I -- ~a,  so X' cannot be free for ( ~',f~. Since 
E X, we have X' u (~) c X. Thus X is not free for ~ H,,  f>. Since 
~÷~ "<- ~t~ we are done. 
(The cardinals tt~, ~ ~ OR, are the ttajnal cardhzals.) For further in.. 
formalion concerning ttfis problem, we refer the reader to [ 2]. 
We concklde this section with some open problems. 
Problem 1. By Theorem 2, Fr(~:, ~) implies J(~). By Theorem 12 we 
have Con(ZFC + "there is a measurable cardinal") -~ 
Con(ZFC + (VK)(J(~) ~ Fr(~:, u))). Does Con(ZFC ~1 "'there is a 
measurable cardinal") -~ Con(ZFC + (3~:)(J(~:) & ~ Fr(~:, ~:)))? 
Problem 2. Is F r (~,  ~0) consistent? 
Problem 3. Let Q(~) denote the property that ~ is inaccessible and 
Fr<~(K, ~). In ZFC, is Q a large cardinal property? For in2tance, does Q 
imply weak compactness? 
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5. Weak homogeneity 
Let t~, k, ta be cardinals. Say h: "*w (~,)<~o iff whenever/'." [K] <~ -~ ta, 
there is a sequence (x,~ let < k> of  elements of ~ (in.order) such that for 
any a I < ... < ~n < k , f ({xm,  ..', xan}) = f({x~+l ..... x~.+l }). 
The "w"  stands for "weak". A sequence as above is said to be weakly 
homogeneous for f. 
For the case k = B 0, this property was first considered in [ 12 ]. 
<to Clearly, if ~¢ -~ (k) <t° then ~: -*w (k)~ . We shall show that the con- 
verse is, in general, not true. 
The next two results generalise results of [12] : 
<~1.O Lemma 1. Let  K, k be cardinals./_f~ -~w (~)~,  then tc "~w (k)z~ . 
Proof. Let f: [K] <to ~ 2to. Defineg: [~:]<~ -* 2 by the following pro- 
cedure, l fn  = 2 i • (2/+ 1) andx  I < ... < x n < ~:, set g ( (x l ,  . . , ,xn}) = 
[f({xl, ..., xi})] (1). Set g(~) = 0. Let <x~ let < k~ be weakly homogeneous 
for g. An easy argument gives that this sequence is also weakly homo- 
geneous forf .  QED. 
If X is a totally c~rdered set, otp(X) denotes ~ts order-type. 
Theorem 1. Let K, k be regular cardinals. Then K -~w (k)[  ~ i f f  whenever 
A = ( K, <, ... ) is a structure o f  countable length, there is B = 
<B, ...... ) -< A such that cf(otp(B)) = k and there is a non-trivial h: B .< B. 
O,~< to. Let A = Proof. Assume x ~w (k)~ o~. By Lemma 1, ~: -~w , "2to 
(~:, <, (fn)n<,oL We may assume A is copious, and that each/~ is k(n)-ary 
and commutative. Now, K is regular, so by induction we can define a mt 
U~ [~:]~ such that for all a < ~:, sup[dom(A r (un  =))1 < c~(u-a). 
Identify 2to with the collection of  all sets of formulas of the langaage of 
A, and define/'." [U] <~ -~ 2 t° by setting, fo rx l ,  .... x n E Uwith  
X 1 "< . . .<Xn,  
f ( (x  1 , ..., Xn}) = { ~1A ~ ~[x  I , . . , x  n ] }. 
Since ic "~w (k)2<,~w, there is a sequence <x a let < k ) from U weakly homo- 
~neous  for f. Thus, whenever o i < ... < a ,  < k and ¢ is a formula in the 
language of  A, (~) A ~ ¢ [x. l ,  ..., x~n ] iff A ~ ~k [x. , . l ,  ..., x~+ l 1. 
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Let B = A f{x~ le~ < ~.}. By choice of  U, (x~ le: < X) is cofinal in 
dom(B),  so as X is regular, c f (otp(dom(B)))  = X. Define h: B ~ B by 
setting, for each n < w and each a~ < ... < akt,) < X, 
/)(t;, (x,,, . . . . .  x~,~.,))) = I;, (x , , , . l  . . . . .  x,a.v,)÷l ), 
Since A is copious and each J~) is commutat ive,  h is well-defined. And by 
(~.), h is elementary. Also, h(x o ) = Xl ,  so h is non-trivial. 
Now assume the model-theoret ic part. Le t ( :  [~:]<" ~ 2. Let f,z = 
f f [~: In , each n ~ w. Define i: ~: x ~: ~ ~: by i(a,/3) = a + 13 (ordinal ad- 
dition). Let A = ( ~:, <,  U;~ In < ~,  i, { 0}, { 1}). By assunaption, let 
B = (B . . . .  ) .< A be such that cf(otp(B))  = ~, and let h: B -< B be non- 
trivial. 
Let x 0 be the least ordinal in B such that h(x o ) :p x o. By well-founded- 
hess, h(x  o ) > x o. Now, for all ~ E B, ~ + x 0 = i(~, x0) E B, and h(b2 + x 0) = 
h(i(~, x0)) = i(h(~), h(x0) ) = h(~) + h(xo)  > ~ + x o . Thus cofinalls, many 
members  o f  B are moved by h. Thus, by induction on c~ < X -- cf(otNB)~, 
we may define xa .  l = h(x,~ ), and for a = IJt~ < X, xa = the least ordinal 
in B such thal h (x , )  > x~ ~." IJ.~<,~x.~. Then (x~ t t~ < X) is weakly homo-  
geneous for J: For,  i fa  t < ... < a n < X, then ash :  B < B and B -< A, 
l'({xal .. . . .  xo~)) = 0 iff A =:l;,(x,~ 1..... xo~ ,) = 0 
ill" B = L, (x, l  ..... xo~,) = 0 
i f f  B = t;, (xa~+l . . . .  , x~,+ 1 ) =: 0 
(as h(x~n ) = x~,m+ | . all m) 
iff](';x,~+ 1, ..., x~n+l )) = O. QED. 
• <to Corollary I . i .  (Silver). ~: "w (b~0)2 :w iff~: --~ (;"0)2 
Proof. See [131. 
Theorem 2. I f  ~: w ).  then J(~). Call such a g. weakly Ramsey. 
Thus the existence o f  a weakly Ramsey cardiqal implies V ~ L, and i J  ~" 
V = L [D] ,  where D is a normal ultrafilter en a measurable cardinal, then 
a cardinal is weakly Ramsev  i f f  it is Ramsev. 
Proof.  Let A = < ~:, <,  (Jn)n<,o>. We may assume A is copious and that 
each t)~ is k(n)-ars,. Let (xalt~ < ~ be weakly homogeneous for A 
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(meaning clear). Let B = A I {x~ ft~ < ~:). Define h: B -* B by setting 
h(Jn(x~ 1.. . . .  Xan)) = fn(x~pl ,  .... x~z+l). Then Ih"BI = K and (clearly) 
x o ~ h"B -< A. QED. 
In view of corollary 1.1 and theorem 2, one might expect hat (at 
least in L [D] ) weak homogeneity is the same as homogeneity. However, 
as the next result shows, weak homogeneity is very weak. 
Theorem 3. Let K be the first cardinal such that ~ -~w (So)5 ~. Then lbr 
all X < x, x+ -~w (X)~ ~.  
Proof. By corollary 1.!, K is least such that K -~ (S 0 )~.  Thus ~: is in- 
accessible, and for any A = (A, < .... ) with IAI >_ ~ and L(A) < ~: there 
is a homogeneous set of power ~0 (Theorem 1.2). 
Let X < r be regular. Let A = < r+, <,  (f,)n<~,) be arbitrary. A~ume 
eachf  n is commutative, and that A is in fact copious. Now, K ÷ is regular, 
÷ 
so we may inductively define a set U~ [K + ]~ such that for all a < ~+, 
sup(dom(A r(U tn a))) < fl(U-a). Let V consist- of the first K members of  
U, and let <a~ I~ < X ) enumerate (in order) the next X members of U. Let 
A' = < K ÷ , ( fn)n<~, (a~),~<x). Since L(A ' )  < K and I VI = K we can find a 
set { x n In < ~ } c V homogeneous for A'. Let B' = 
( B, ... > = A' r { x ,  In < co}. By choice of U, (aa I u < X ) is cofinal in B, so 
cf(otp(B)) = ?L Let B = < B, (J;~)n<,~)" Thus B "< A. Define h: B -~ B by 
setting, for i < ... < ] < 6o and a < ... < 7 < X, 
h(f  n (x i . . . . .  xi, a~ .. . .  , a~ )) = fn(xi+l ..... xi+ i. a~, ..,, a.r). Since A is copious 
and eachln is commutative, h is well-defined. Since {x n In < co} is 
homogeneous for B' (which has the a~'s as constants), h is elementary. 
And clearly, h is non-trivial. Since A was arbitrary, the result follows by 
Theorem 1. 
Clearly, a trivial modification of  the above argtLrnent sl~.ows that in 
fact, x÷ ~w (< r)~<~ for any ta < K. We do not know if it is actually 
necessary to go up to ~÷ to obtain arbitrarily large weakly homogeneous 
sequences from K. However, an east proof shows that if I T = L, then for 
no ~ does ~+ Ow (~:)~w hold, so in a sense our result is the best possible. 
The next theorem shows that weakly Ramsey cardinals are not always 
large: 
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Theorem 4. Con(ZFC + "there is a measurable cardinal") -~ 
Con(ZFC + (~:)(cf(~:) = co 8. ~ ~w (~)<~o)). 
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Proof. Let ht be a c.t.m, o f  ZFC, and let ~: be a measurable cardinal in M. 
Let D be, in M, a normal ultrafilter on ~:. Let C be as in Theroem 2.2. 
We need only show that, for any M-generic filter G on C, M[G] 
• ,.x<~ Let (s, /-h = r: [~:1 <~ -~ 2. Work inM. For each m, n < to, 
define/~, m : ~:n÷m _ 2 as follows. Le tx  I < ... < x n < ~,s '  = {x l ,  . . . ,x},  
Y l < --. < Ym < ~. Set:/~,,n (x 1 . . . . .  x . .  3'1 . . . . .  Ym ) = 1 i f f  t~ere is U ~ D 
such that (s~s ', U) ~ rO'~ . . . . . .  v m ) = 1. f,~m = 0 otherwise. 
As in Theorem 4.1 O, this definit ion is sound. Let A be a copious ex- 
pansion of  ( ~:. (t~,,,,),,,,<,). Let I¢ ~ O be homogeneous for A. Let 
(w,~ Io~ < ~> enumerate W (in order). Let B = A r W. Define h: B ~ B as 
follows. For each Skolem term 0 of A, set h(O a (w,q .. . .  , Wnr , war .... , w~))= 
0 A ( I t~nl+l  . . . .  , wnr+l, wa, . . . . .  was), wl'~ere n l . . . . .  n r < to and 
a I . . . . .  % ~ w. Clearly, h: B < B and h(w, )  = wn+ l for all n < w. Also, 
h0%)  = w a i fa  ~ w. 
Let-:0 be the least element of  B such that h(x O) > x o. By induct ion on 
a < ~, let xa+ l = h(xa)  and for ~ = Lta let x~ be the least element of  B 
such that h(x~,) > x¢, >- Uv<ax ~ . Let V= Un [W - (w n In < w}] .  Thus 
(s, V) <__,. (s, U). We :;how that (s, V) It- " (xq la < x) i~ weakly homo- 
geneous for r" .  In fact, suppose no*, and let (s~', V') ~c (s, F) be such 
that (say) (s"s', I : )  i~- r(xcq, ..., x~,) = ! & r(x~t+l . . . . .  xan+ l ) = 0. Now, 
s' C VC W-  {w n ln  < to}, says '  = (w~, ,. . . ,  w~,,}. By definit ion, 
.fm~,(w#t . . . . .  warn, .x',, . . . . .  x,~,,) = 1. So, as h: B -< B and ~l . . . . .  ~m ~ co, 
we ha ~c f~nn (wt3t . . . .  , warn. xe, +l . . . . .  xc~÷l ) = 1. Thus for some V" ~ D, 
(s's'. !:'') It-- r(.x'~l+l, .... x~,+ i ..... x~+ 1 ) = I. This gives (s~s ', V' n V") I~- 
r(x~, +1 .... .  x~n+l) = 0 & r(xa, +l, .... xan+l ) = 1, which is absurd. QED. 
Also, of  course, if v, ~ are as in Theorem 2.3. then cf(~:) = v and ~ is 
weakly Ramsey. 
Theorem 3 has an interesting consequence for the constructible 
universe. Define R(t~) by induct ion as: R(O) = 0 ; R(a + 1 ) =P(R(a) ) ;  
R(6) = U,<sR(t )  if 6 = 06 .  In (61, Kunen shows that, if there is a non- 
trivial/: R (a )< R(~), then of(a)<- co. One might be tempted into think- 
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ing that, i f  V = L, the same is true of  the La 's. That this is not the case 
follows from our next result and the fact that K -~ (~0) <~ relati~ses to L. 
Theorem 5. Assume V = L and  let ~ = E o . For  all regl~.lar ~ < K there  are 
ordinals t~ such that cff~) = ~, and there i.~" a non-tr ivial  j: L~ .< L a . 
Proof. By Theorem 3, if k < ~: is regular, •÷ "~w (~,):fw . .  By Theorem 1 
there is M-< L~, with cf(otp(M)) = 3, and a non-trivial h: M < M. Let 
7r: M ~ L~ be the collapsing map. Clearly, cf(a) = 3.. And i f j  = 7r. h • rt - i  , 
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